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Abstract: We present an in-depth analysis of the resonant intermixing
between optical orbital and spin angular momentum of Laguerre-Gaussian
(LG) beams, mediated by chiral clusters made of silicon nanospheres. In
particular, we establish a relationship between the spin and orbital quantum
numbers characterizing the LG beam and the order q of the rotation symme-
try group Cq of the cluster of nanospheres for which resonantly enhanced
coupling between the two components of the optical angular momentum is
observed. Thus, similar to the case of diffraction grating-mediated transfer
of linear momentum between optical beams, we demonstrate that clusters
of nanospheres that are invariant to specific rotation transformations can
efficiently transfer optical angular momentum between LG beams with
different quantum numbers. We also discuss the conditions in which the
resonant interaction between LG beams and a chiral cluster of nanospheres
leads to the generation of superchiral light.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decade, we have witnessed a tremendous growth of research interest in spin-orbit
interactions (SOI) of light [1–4], both because of the implications of SOI related phenomena to
our understanding of fundamental principles of optics and basic properties of light, as well as
their potential technological applications to nanophotonics, microfluidics, optical microscopy,
optical communications, and quantum information processing. Thus, generally optical beams
carry two distinct types of angular momentum, namely spin angular momentum (SAM) linked
to the polarization degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic field, and orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM), which can be intrinsic or extrinsic, and is related to the spatial distribution
of the field. When these two components are coupled via, e.g., light propagation in inhomoge-
neous optical media [5–8], interaction of optical beams with anisotropic structures or metasur-
faces [9–14], and tight focusing of nonparaxial optical beams [15–17], a myriad of fascinating
phenomena can occur, including spin-Hall effect of light, spin-to-orbital angular momentum
conversion, and spin-dependent optical beam shaping [2, 7, 15, 18–22].
The research in the physics of SOI has been greatly facilitated by the availability of optical
beams with well-defined angular momentum, which in the paraxial approximation can be nat-
urally decomposed in an orbital and spin part. One such salient example is Laguerre–Gaussian,
LGpl , beams whose intensity profile in the transverse plane shows a concentric ring-like struc-
ture with p+ 1 maxima and azimuthal phase dependence eilj , p and l being the radial and
azimuthal indices, respectively. For such beams, in the paraxial case, the flux of the projec-
tion of the total angular momentum on the direction of propagation of the beam, Jz, is equal
to Jz = (l+s)P=w [23], where P is the beam power, w is the optical frequency, and s = 1
for circularly polarized light and s = 0 for linearly polarized light. The widespread use of LG
beams in studies of phenomena related to SOI is due to not only the particular properties of
the angular momentum they carry but also the ease with which they can be produced in labora-
tory. In particular, approaches employing forked holograms, cylindrical lenses, and spiral phase
plates [24–26] can be readily implemented in an experimental set-up.
A convenient approach to investigate SOI related phenomena is to analyze the scattering of
optical beams from single or clusters of nanoparticles, primarily because the electromagnetic
multipole modes of spherical nanoparticles possess well-defined values of the total angular mo-
mentum and its projection on a specific axis. For example, recently it has been demonstrated
that the SOI can be resonantly enhanced when light is scattered from spherical particles [19]
whereas this same interaction can be selectively suppressed in certain scattering channels when
the incident light consists of LG beams [27]. The rotational symmetry of the scatterer can be
broken by arranging nanoparticles in a cluster with q-fold rotational symmetry, case in which
the conservation of angular momentum forbids the wave scattering in specific scattering chan-
nels when the incident beam has well-defined values of the angular momentum. Understanding
the physics of these scattering processes is the main goal of this work. More specifically, in
this article we provide a comprehensive description of the scattering of LG beams from clusters
of spherical nanoparticles with specific rotational symmetry properties, by analyzing both the
physical properties of the scattered far-field as well as the nature of the near-field.
The remaining of this article is organized as follows. In the next section we present the
geometry and physical properties of the system of scatterers and the configuration of the optical
wave excitation. Then, in Section 3, we outline the main features of the numerical method used
in our study. Section 4 contains the main results pertaining to light scattering by a single silicon
nanosphere and chiral clusters made of such nanoparticles, whereas in Section 5, as a practical
application of our analysis, we demonstrate that chiral clusters made of silicon nanospheres
can be used to generate super-chiral light. Finally, in the last section, we summarize the main
conclusions of our work.
2. Description of the optical beam scattering configuration
The configuration of the scattering of the LG optical beam from the cluster of nanoparticles is
schematically presented in Fig. 1. Thus, we assume that a LGpl optical beam propagating along
the z-axis impinges on a cluster of spherical nanoparticles distributed in the (x;y)-plane. These
nanoparticles are arranged in a chiral configuration with q-fold rotational symmetry. The axis
of the LG beam passes through the center of the cluster and has minimum waist in the (x;y)-
plane. To add specificity to our problem, we consider that the spherical nanoparticles are made
of silicon, although the particular electromagnetic properties of the material only quantitatively
affect the main conclusions of this work. Moreover, we chose the size of the spherical nanopar-
ticles such that their resonances are located in the near- and mid-IR spectral range. Therefore,
we neglected the intrinsic optical losses of silicon and assumed that the corresponding index of
refraction is given by the Sellmeier equation [28].
In the general case, the incident electromagnetic field can be expressed as a multipole Fourier
series expansion in the complete basis of vector spherical wave functions (VSWFs) [29,30], the
so-called Mie series expansion [31]:
Einc(r) =å
mn
h
amnM
(1)
mn(kr)+bmnN
(1)
mn(kr)
i
; (1a)
Hinc(r) =  i
z åmn
h
bmnM
(1)
mn(kr)+amnN
(1)
mn(kr)
i
: (1b)
Here and in what follows we assume harmonic time dependence of the fields, e iwt , r=(r;q ;j)
is the position vector, z =
p
m=e is the impedance of the background medium, with m and
e being the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the background, respectively,
å
mn
() = å
n1
n
å
m= n
(), and M(1)mn and N(1)mn are the orthogonal VSWF [29–31] whose radial part is
Fig. 1. Schematic of the system geometry and incident LG0l beam. The optical beam prop-
agates along the z-axis, the cluster of spherical nanoparticles is located in the (x;y)-plane,
which coincide with the plane where the beam waist reaches its minimum value, and the
center of the cluster is on the z-axis.
expressed in terms of spherical Bessel functions of the first kind and thus are finite at r = 0.
If the incident field is a plane wave (PW),
Einc(r) = Einc0 e
ikincr; (2)
the expansion coefficients are [29, 30]:
aPWmn = 4pinXmn(kˆinc) Einc0 ; (3a)
bPWmn = 4pin 1Zmn(kˆinc) Einc0 ; (3b)
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate, kˆinc is a unit vector pointing along the direction
of propagation of the incident PW, and Xmn and Zmn are vector spherical functions given by:
Xmn(rˆ) =

qˆ
im
sinq
dn0m(q)  jˆ
d
dq
dn0m(q)

eimj ; (4a)
Zmn(rˆ) =

qˆ
d
dq
dn0m(q)+ jˆ
im
sinq
dn0m(q)

eimj : (4b)
In these equations, dn0m(q) = ( 1) m
p
(n m)!=(n+m)!Pmn (cosq) are the Wigner d-
functions [32], with Pmn (cosq) being the associated Legendre polynomials.
The coefficients in Eqs. (3) defining a PW can be used to construct LG beams. For simplicity,
we consider in our study only LG0l beams as they possess all the properties we need to illustrate
the main SOI related physics. Thus, the expansion coefficients defining LG0l beams, aLGmn and
bLGmn , can be constructed from the PW coefficients in Eqs. (3) by using the following procedure.
First, one introduces the fifth-order Davis shape coefficients, whose values depend only on n,
defined as [33, 34]:
g1;n =e ans
2
; (5a)
g3;n =g1;n+ans4(3 ans2)e ans2 ; (5b)
g5;n =g3;n+a2n s8

10 5ans2+ 12a
2
n s
4

e ans
2
; (5c)
where an = (n  1)(n+ 2), s = 1=(kw0) defines the tightness of the focusing of the incident
LG0l beam, k=w=c being the wave number, w0 = rl is the beam waist, with r a constant that
determines the size of the beam waist.
We then introduce the column vector,GPWmn = g5;n

aPWmn ;b
PW
mn
T , where the symbol “T” means
the transpose operation. Using these coefficients, we define the following expansion coefficients
for LG beams that exhibit a phase variation of the form eilj [35]:
CLGmn (l;1) =

GPWmn ; m= l+1
0; otherwise ; C
LG
mn (l; 1) =

GPWmn ; m= l 1
0; otherwise ; (6)
In our analysis we investigate LG0l beams that are propagating along the z axis, where the
cluster of spherical nanoparticles is located in the (x;y)-plane. We also assume that the unit
vectors qˆinc and jˆinc that define the polarization of the incident field are oriented along the
x- and y-axis, respectively. Under these conditions, the expansion coefficients CLGmn (l; 1),
CLG;xmn (l;0) = 1p2

CLGmn (l;1)+CLGmn (l; 1)

, CLG;ymn (l;0) =   ip2

CLGmn (l;1) CLGmn (l; 1)

, and
CLGmn (l;1) define LG0l beams that are circularly right polarized (CRP;s = 1), linearly polar-
ized (LP;s = 0) along the x- or y-axis, and circularly left polarized (CLP;s = +1), respec-
tively. Note that the beam polarization is defined from the point of view of an observer who
Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the total electric field and its r-, j-, and z-components, de-
termined in the focal plane of a LG04 beam. Top, middle, and bottom panels correspond to
s = 0, s = 1, and s = 1, respectively, whereas the wavelength is l = 2515nm.
looks into the beam. These beams carry per photon an orbital and spin angular momentum
equal to l and s = 0;1, respectively, the total angular momentum being characterized by the
integer, j = l+s [36].
In order to illustrate how this method can be used to construct LG beams, we show in Fig. 2
the electric field distribution for the LG04 beam, obtained by using Eq. (1a) and Eq. (6) with
nmax = 15, w0 = 5l , and l = 2515nm. The top, middle, and bottom panels show the spatial
distribution of the total electric field and its r-, j-, and z-components (cylindrical coordinates
projection), determined in the focal plane of a LG04 beam with s = 0, s = 1, and s =  1,
respectively. Note that all field components have comparable values and, as expected, the trans-
verse size of the beam increases when the total angular momentum number, j= l+s , increases.
3. Description of the numerical method
In this section we present the general framework of the multiple-scattering matrix (MSM)
method [29, 31, 37–39], the approach on which our numerical simulations are based. To this
end, let us go back to the system geometry presented in Fig. 1 and consider a cluster of N
non-overlapping silicon spherical particles located in a dielectric background with electric per-
mittivity, e , and magnetic permeability, m (for the sake of simplicity the background medium
is here assumed to be vacuum, so that e = e0 and m = m0). The origin of the coordinate system,
O, is set to coincide with the center of the cluster, defined by using some suitable “center of
mass” relation. Moreover, to each particle, j, j = 1; : : : ;N, we associate a coordinate system
with the origin at O j = x jxˆ+ y jyˆ+ z j zˆ, where (xˆ; yˆ; zˆ) are the unit vectors along the axes of
the Cartesian coordinate with the origin in O. The locations of the silicon spheres, assumed to
have the same radius, a= 500nm, are defined by the spherical coordinates of their centers, O j,
that is (r j;q j;j j), j = 1; : : : ;N, in the coordinate system with the origin in O. Furthermore, the
position of the center of the lth particle, specified in a coordinate system with the origin in O j
is defined by the spherical coordinates, (r jl ;q jl ;j jl), whereas the position of an arbitrary point,
P , defined with respect to the coordinate systems with the origin in O and O j is specified by
the spherical coordinates rP = (rP;qP;jP) and r jP = (r jP;q jP;j jP), j = 1; : : : ;N, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1, the wavevector of the incident plane wave, kinc = knˆinc, is specified in the
spherical coordinate system with origin in O, with the unit vector nˆinc described by the angles
qinc and jinc. Moreover, if we define the unit vectors, qˆinc and jˆinc, such that nˆinc = qˆinc jˆinc,
the amplitude of the incident field in Eq. (2) can be expressed as Einc0 = E
inc
q qˆinc +E
inc
j jˆinc,
where Eincq and E
inc
j are the corresponding field components.
The first step of the MSM method is to perform a so-called Mie series expansion in VSWFs
[29–31], as per Eq. (1) with r= rP, of the incident electromagnetic field. This series expansion
is performed in the coordinate system with the origin in O and thus is valid for all spheres. In
the next step of our method we expand the fields scattered by each particle in series analogous
to those given by Eq. (1a) and Eq. (1b), the difference being that for the scattered fields we
employ the orthogonal VSWFs, M(3)mn and N
(3)
mn , written in the coordinate system with origin in
O j and whose radial part is expressed in terms of outgoing spherical Hankel functions [29–31].
Thus, the fields scattered from the particle j, j = 1; : : : ;N, is written as:
Escaj (r jP) =å
mn
h
p jmnM
(3)
mn(kr jP)+q jmnN
(3)
mn(kr jP)
i
; r jP > a; (7a)
Hscaj (r jP) = 
i
z åmn
h
q jmnM
(3)
mn(kr jP)+ p jmnN
(3)
mn(kr jP)
i
; r jP > a: (7b)
where (p jmn;q
j
mn) are the expansion coefficients of the scattered field and represent the main
unknowns of the scattering problem. Once (p jmn; q
j
mn) are calculated, the total field Ftot, Ftot =
fEtot;Htotg, at rP can be determined from:
Ftot(rP) = Finc(rP)+
N
å
j=1
Fsca(r jP): (8)
Similarly, the fields inside the jth particle, j = 1; : : : ;N, are expanded as:
Eintj (r jP) =å
mn
h
c jmnM
(1)
mn(kr jP)+d jmnN
(1)
mn(kr jP)
i
; r jP < a; (9a)
Hintj (r jP) = 
i
z åmn
h
d jmnM
(1)
mn(kr jP)+ c jmnN
(1)
mn(kr jP)
i
; r jP < a: (9b)
where (c jmn; d
j
mn) are the expansion coefficients of the internal field.
The relationships between the incident, scattered, and internal expansion coefficients can
be conveniently expressed via a matrix associated to the system of scatterers, a method for-
mally known as the T -matrix method [29, 30]. For this purpose, we introduce the following
column vectors, a j = [a jmn]
T
, n  1, m =  n; : : : ;n, and similarly for b j, p j, q j, c j, and d j.
Therefore, assuming that the system contains only the jth particle, the relations among the ex-
pansion coefficients can be represented in a compact matrix form as,

p j;q j
T
= T jsca

a j;b j
T
and

c j;d j
T
= T jint

a j;b j
T , where T jsca and T jint are the scattering and internal matrices asso-
ciated to the jth particle, respectively. Since in this study we consider systems containing only
spherical particles, the matrices T jsca and T
j
int are diagonal matrices.
For the jth scatterer in the N-particle system, the incoming field can be viewed as the linear
superposition of the incident optical field and the sum of the fields that are scattered by all the
other particles. Therefore, the coefficients of the scattered field,

p j;q j
T , obey the following
matrix equation:
p j
q j

= T jsca
(
b ( j;0)

a
b

+
N
å
l = 1
l 6= j
a( j;l)

p j
q j
)
; j = 1; : : : ;N; (10)
where b ( j;0) and a( j;l) represent the first and third kind vector translation-addition expan-
sion coefficients, respectively [29, 30]. To simplify the notation, in what follows we use
T j instead of T jsca. Then, by introducing the column vectors, v j =

p j;q j
T , j = 1; : : : ;N,
V =

v1;v2; : : : ;vN
T , u = [a;b]T , and U = hT1b (1;0)u;T2b (2;0)u; : : : ;TNb (N;0)u;iT , the so-
lution of the scattering problem can be found by solving the following matrix equation:
S V= U; (11)
where the scattering matrix of the system is expressed as:
S=
0BBBBB@
I  T1a(1;2)  T1a(1;3)     T1a(1;N)
 T2a(2;1) I  T2a(2;3)     T2a(2;N)
 T3a(3;1)  T3a(3;2) I     T3a(3;N)
...
...
...
. . .
...
 TNa(N;1)  TNa(N;2)  TNa(N;3)    I
1CCCCCA : (12)
The construction of the scattering matrix, S, and finding the solution, V, of the system (11)
represent the main parts of the MSM method. Regarding these main steps, a couple of remarks
are in order. Thus, in a practical numerical implementation of the MSMmethod, the field series
expansions are truncated to a certain order of harmonics, nmax. The value of nmax depends on the
particles size number, x= ka, and the maximum separation distance between any two particles
in the scattering system. Therefore, the matrix defining this system is completely determined
by the location, shape and materials parameters of the nanoparticles. Furthermore, the matrix
S of the system has a block structure, where the diagonal blocks consist of single-particle T -
matrices and the off-diagonal blocks are matrices that describe the inter-particle interaction. The
unknowns of the scattering problem, grouped in the vector V, can be used to compute physical
quantities that characterize the wave scattering, namely, the electromagnetic field distribution
inside and outside the scatterers, and the scattering, absorption, and extinction cross-sections.
4. Light scattering by a single and a chiral cluster of silicon nanospheres
In this section we investigate the scattering of PWs and LG beams from a single silicon
nanosphere and chiral clusters made of such nanospheres, by using the numerical implemen-
tation of the MSM method outlined in Section 3. As a generic example of chiral clusters we
consider an Archimedes-like spiral with q-fold rotational symmetry (q = 3 and q = 4 in our
case). In our study we are particularly interested in the transfer of angular momentum from the
incident PWs and LG beams to the scattered field and how the optical modes of the nanospheres
and the symmetry properties of the cluster affect this transfer of angular momentum.
4.1. Light scattering by a single silicon nanosphere
We begin our analysis by considering the light scattering from a single silicon nanosphere, a
physical set-up that can be described analytically, too. This provides us a reliable setting to vali-
date our numerical implementation of the MSMmethod and the algorithm used to construct LG
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Fig. 3. Top panel shows the the spectraCext(l ) calculated for a 500 nm silicon nanosphere,
normalized to the cross-section area of the sphere. The excitation is a linearly polarized
PW (s = 0). The index in parentheses in the legend indicates the multipole order. In the
bottom panel, the left (right) set of three plots represents, from left to right, the spatial
distribution of the total electric (magnetic) field, the longitudinal component of the electric
(magnetic) field of the first-order TE mode, TE(1), and the azimuthal component of the
electric (magnetic) field of the first-order TM mode, TM(1).
beams. Thus, we considered a silicon nanosphere with radius, a= 500nm, placed at the system
origin and calculated the spectrum of the extinction cross-section, Cext(l ). We considered as
incident excitation both a PW and LG beams, LG0l , l = 1;2;3;4, and in both cases the waves
were LP (s = 0), LCP (s = 1), and RCP (s = 1). In order to avoid the spectral regions where
silicon has large optical linear absorption, we varied in our calculation the wavelength, l , of
the incident light from 1300 nm to 5300 nm.
In order to understand the structure of the scattered light, we show in the top panel of Fig. 3
the spectra of the decomposition of Cext , in terms of transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse
electric (TE) multipoles [40, 41]. In particular, we present the spectrum of the total Cext , the
spectra of Cext for both the total TE and TM part of the scattered field, as well as the spectra
of the first 5 TE and TM polarized modes. As Fig. 3 illustrates, the spectrum of Cext contains
a series of resonances, which become narrower and more closely spaced as the wavelength
decreases. Moreover, it can be seen that at large wavelengths Cext contains the contribution
of only a few such modes (multipoles), whereas the smaller the wavelength becomes a larger
number of modes must be included in order to achieve an accurate representation ofCext .
The nature of the spectral resonances in Fig. 3 is further illustrated by the field profiles of
the dominant TE and TM resonances, denoted in the legend of this figure by TE(1) and TM(1),
respectively. These dipole resonances correspond to l = 3578nm (TE) and l = 2753nm (TM).
These field profiles clearly demonstrate that at l = 3578nm the main contribution to the electric
field comes from the TE(1) dipole electric mode, although the TM(1) dipole magnetic mode
and higher-order multipoles are (weakly) excited at this wavelength, too. At l = 2753nm the
reverse situation occurs, namely the dominant contribution toCext comes from the TM(1) mode,
although the TE(1) and higher-order multipoles exist, too.
We now consider the light scattering by the same silicon nanosphere, but as incident optical
wave we assume both PWs and LG beams, LG0l , with l = 1;2;3;4. In addition, in order to
Fig. 4. Spectra of Cext vs. wavelength, calculated for a silicon nanosphere with radius a =
500nm. The incoming excitations are PWs and LG beams, LG0l , l = 1;2;3;4. From top to
bottom, the panels correspond to the spin number s = 0, s = 1, and s = 1. The vertical
line corresponds to the wavelength of the TE(2) resonance, l = 2487nm.
understand how the scattering process is affected by the wave polarization, we assume that the
incident beam carry a spin angular momentum characterized by the spin number s = 0;1.
Hence, the beams carry a total angular momentum characterized by the quantum number j =
l+s . Moreover, LG0l beams with s =1 contain only multipole modes with n l+s , so that
we introduce the integer n+min = l+ 1 (n
 
min = l  1) corresponding to s = 1 (s =  1), which
defines the minimum multipole order of the incoming and scattered waves. The case of linearly
polarized light, s = 0, can be understood as the linear superposition of two modes with s = 1
and s = 1. With this notation, we have that for l = 1;2;3;4 the minimum values of the mode
numbers are n+min = 2;3;4;5 and n
 
min = 1;1;2;3, respectively (remember that n 1).
Figure 4 shows the spectrum of Cext corresponding to the incident beams that we have just
discussed. It illustrates a series of important phenomena regarding the dependence of the wave
scattering process on the content of optical angular momentum of the incident beam. First,
let us compare the plots in the top panel, which correspond to s = 0. It can be seen that as
l increases, the scattering channels that correspond to small values of the multipole order, n,
are completely suppressed. For example, it can be seen that the light scattering in modes with
n = 1 (l = 3578nm and l = 2753nm), namely the TE(1) and TM(1) resonances, vanishes
if the incident beam is either one of the LG03 or LG04 beam. Indeed, these beams contain
only multipoles with n  2 and n  3, respectively, so that the conservation of the projection
of the total angular momentum along the beam axis implies that these beams cannot excite
Mie dipole resonances corresponding to n= 1. This effect, called angular-momentum-induced
transparency [27], can find useful applications to selective filtering of components of optical
beams that carry specific values of angular momentum.
This same effect is observed when s =1, too, the spectra ofCext corresponding to these two
cases being presented in the last two panels of Fig. 4. We can see that indeed when the incident
wave is a LG0l beam, the scattered field does not contain multipole modes with n = 1 if l  1
for s = 1 and l  3 for s =  1. Moreover, as l increases, multipole modes of higher order
become completely suppressed. Figure 4 reveals another important feature of the extinction
cross-section, namely that there are pairs of the numbers l and s for whichCext is the same. For
example,Cext for l = 3 and s = 1 is identical withCext for l = 1 and s = 1, a result explained
by the fact that in both cases nmin = 2 and therefore the scatterred field contains the same
set of Mie coefficients. In addition, we note that Cext for an incident beam, LG01 with s = 1
(n+min = 1), an incident beam, LG02 with s = 1 (n+min = 2 1= 1), and an incident PW have
almost identical values. This is due to the fact that in our calculations the beam waist, w0 = l ,
and thus in the spectral range considered in our computations, 1300nm l  5300nm one has
w0  a. In other words, across the nanosphere the field profile of the LG beams is similar to
that of a PW.
4.2. Light scattering by a chiral cluster of silicon nanospheres
We now consider scatterers with a more complex structure, namely we study the scattering of
PWs and LG beams, LG01, l = 4;5, from chiral structures consisting of silicon nanospheres
arranged in an Archimedes-like spiral with q-fold rotational symmetry; specifically, q= 3 and
q = 4 in our calculations. Under these conditions the continuous rotational symmetry of the
scatterer is broken so that if the incident light has well-defined optical angular momentum it
can scatter only in a set of modes with specific values of the total optical angular momentum.
In order to illustrate these ideas we present in Fig. 5 the extinction cross-section, Cext , cal-
culated for the two chiral clusters we just described. The calculations for the chiral cluster
with q= 3 are performed for a linearly polarized PW (s = 0) and a LG04 beam with s =1,
whereas for the chiral cluster with q = 4 we calculated Cext for a linearly polarized PW and a
LG05 beam with s =1. In both cases we plot Cext , normalized to the total transverse area of
the nanospheres in the cluster, corresponding to the TE and TM decomposition of multipoles,
the spectra of the normalizedCext corresponding to TE(1), TE(2), TM(1), and TM(2), as well as
the spectrum of the total, normalizedCext . In all these calculations we included nmax = 15 orders
in the Mie expansion of the electromagnetic fields, which was enough to achieve convergence
in the entire spectral domain, 1300nm l  5300nm.
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of normalizedCext corresponding to chiral structures with q-fold symme-
try made of silicon nanospheres with radius, a= 500nm. Left panels correspond to q= 3,
incident PW with s = 0, and LG04 beams with s = 1, whereas right panels correspond
to q = 4, incident PW with s = 0, and LG05 beams with s = 1. The vertical line corre-
sponds to the wavelength of the TE(2) resonance, l = 2515nm.
Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of the magnitude of the electric field calculated at l = 2515nm.
From left to right column, the panels correspond to a PW with s = 1, a PW with s = 1,
a LG04 with s = 1, and a LG04 with s = 1. The top and botom panels correspond to the
total field and the field corresponding to the TE(2) quadrupole mode, respectively.
The influence of the discrete nature of the rotation symmetry group of the cluster is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus, if the total optical angular momentum of the incident beam is charac-
terized by the integer jinc = l+s , and if the cluster has q-fold rotational symmetry, the scattered
field will contain modes with total optical angular momentum, jsca = jinc+ nq = l+s + nq
[36], where n is an integer. In other words, the cluster compensates for the difference between
the total optical angular momentum of the incident and scattered fields the same way a diffrac-
tion grating can compensate for the difference between the wavevectors of two interacting op-
tical waves. More specifically, let us consider first the cluster with q = 3 and incident beam,
LG04, with s = 1. Then, the quantum number characterizing the total optical angular momen-
tum of the modes of the scattered field is jsca = 5;53;56; : : :. Since the larger the integer
n the weaker the scattering process is, we expect that the dominant multipole modes will have
jsca = 5  3 = 2, corresponding to n =  1, namely the TE(2) and TM(2) quadrupole modes.
Note, however, that the TE(1) and TM(1) modes can be excited, too, a case that corresponds to
n = 2. This conclusion is indeed supported by the plots in Fig. 5 (see the blue and red lines).
If, on the other hand, one reverses the spin of the LG04 beam, namely s = 1! s = 1, theCext
of the TE(2) and TM(2) modes is significantly reduced as in this case jsca = 3;33;36; : : :.
Note also that Cext is much smaller when s = 1 as compared to the s =  1 case. The reason
is that the cluster itself is chiral and therefore the light-cluster coupling strength depends on s .
Similar conclusions, supported by the plots in Fig. 5, can be derived for the cluster with q= 4.
We stress that the cluster of nanospheres does not have to be a chiral structure for the conclu-
sions derived above to be true. Moreover, the transfer of optical angular momentum from the
incident to the scattered field would occur even if the cluster would have contained uniform,
structureless branches. If the cluster is made, however, from resonators, this transfer of optical
angular momentum is resonantly enhanced. This conclusion is supported by the fact that en-
hanced orbital angular momentum conversion is observed at the wavelengths of the TE(2) and
TM(2) resonances of the cluster, whose values are very close to those of the TE(2) and TM(2)
resonances, respectively, of the nanospheres. For example, the wavelengths of the TE(2) res-
onance of the cluster and nanospheres are l = 2515nm and l = 2487nm, respectively, the
difference being due to the optical coupling of the nanospheres in the cluster.
If the cluster is chiral, unsurprisingly, additional differences in the physical properties of the
scattered field can be observed when the spin of the incident beam is reversed. This is valid
not only for LG beams but even in the case when a circularly-polarized PW impinges onto the
chiral cluster. This behavior is illustrated by the spatial distribution of the near-field plotted in
Fig. 6. Thus, we consider the chiral cluster with 3-fold symmetry and assume that the incident
wave is a PW with s = 1, a PW with s = 1, a LG04 with s = 1, and a LG04 with s = 1. In
all cases l = 2515nm, namely the wavelength corresponding to the TE(2) resonance. The plots
in Fig. 6 show that indeed at this wavelength the total field is predominantly due to the resonant
excitation of this quadrupole mode. In addition, a significant difference between the profiles of
the near-fields corresponding to s = 1 and s =  1 can be clearly observed, too. In the case
of PW excitation, the near-field has large value at the location of the central nanosphere, as the
wavelength of the incident PW is close to the wavelength of the TE(2) quadrupole resonance
of a single nanosphere (see Fig. 4). However, since the electromagnetic environment of this
central nanosphere is chiral, the near-field distribution depends on the spin of the incident PW.
These ideas are further discussed in the next section.
5. Generation of superchiral light
It has been recently demonstrated that chiral plasmonic nanostructures can be used to generate
superchiral light [42–44], namely light for which, locally, the so-called chirality parameter is
larger than that of circularly-polarized PWs. In this section we show that for this purpose all-
dielectric structures are as efficient as plasmonic ones, the advantage provided by these struc-
tures being that chiral all-dielectric (silicon) nanostructures have significantly smaller losses.
To quantify the chirality of the optical near-field we use the chirality parameter,C (r), defined
as [42]:
C (r) = ew
2
Im [E(r) B(r)] : (13)
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Fig. 7. Maps of the spatial distribution of the enhancement of the optical chirality, Cˆ (r),
calculated at l = 2515nm for PWs and LG04 beams with s = 1, incident on a chiral
cluster of silicon nanoparticles with radius, a = 500nm, with 3-fold rotational symmetry.
In the left (logarithmic plots) and middle panels the optical chirality is normalized to the
optical chirality of a circularly-polarized PW, whereas in the right panel (logarithmic plots)
the optical chirality is normalized to the local optical chirality corresponding to an incident
circularly-polarized PW with the same value of s .
Using this definition, one can calculate the local enhancement of the optical chirality:
Cˆ (r) =
C totfPW;LGg(r)C ftot;incgPW (r) : (14)
Here the superscripts ftot; incg refer to C (r) being computed from the total or the incident
electromagnetic fields, respectively, whereas the subscripts PW and LG refer to PWs and
LG beams with s =1, respectively. Since circularly-polarized PWs have jC j= 1, the regions
with superchiral light are defined by the relation, jC (r)j> 1.
Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of the local optical chirality enhancement calculated
using Eq. (14), at the resonance wavelength l = 2515nm of the TE(2) quadrupole mode. We
have considered as incident wave both PWs and LG04 beams and in both cases the beams were
assumed to be circularly polarized with s =1. In the case of PW excitation the local optical
chirality was normalized to the optical chirality of a circularly-polarized PW. In the case of LG
beams, whose optical chirality is position dependent, the local optical chirality was normalized
to the optical chirality of a circularly-polarized PW as well as to the local optical chirality
corresponding to an incident circularly-polarized PW with the same value of s as that of the
LG04 beam. These calculations demonstrate that all-dielectric chiral nanostructures can be used
effectively to achieve large enhancement of the optical chirality, by more than one order of
magnitude, that is an enhancement comparable to that achievable in plasmonic structures. This
can be realized, however, without employing plasmonic effects; that is, achieving large local
field enhancements is not a prerequisite for the generation of superchiral light.
6. Conclusion
To summarize, we have demonstrated that nanophotonic structures made of all-dielectric res-
onators can be efficiently employed in creating optical fields with specific characteristics of
their optical angular momentum. In particular, our theoretical analysis has revealed that by
using silicon nanospheres arranged in clusters that are invariant to specific rotation transforma-
tions one can resonantly enhance or suppress the transfer of optical angular momentum from
incident plane waves or more complex optical beams, such as Laguerre-Gaussian beams, to
scattered fields with specific values of the orbital and spin angular momentum. We have shown
that this angular momentum transfer can be strongly affected by the resonant excitation of op-
tical modes of the resonators forming the cluster, as well as by the specific mixture of orbital
and spin angular momentum carried by the excitation optical beam.
As a practical application of these ideas, we have demonstrated that chiral clusters made of
silicon nanospheres can be effectively used to generate superchiral optical near-fields whose
optical chirality can be more than an order of magnitude larger than that of plane waves. This
functionality can be achieved without having to pay the price of large optical losses, which
is largely unavoidable if plasmonic systems are used. Since the more superchiral light is the
stronger it interacts with chiral molecules, our work can find important applications to near-field
optical microscopy, surface science, and sensing. Equally important, by arranging the clusters
investigated in this study in two-dimensional arrays, one can create all-dielectric metasurfaces
that can be used to generate optical beams with new, pre-designed functionalities.
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